J4t	ideas and beliefs
led to social disapproval of their use in Western
countries and the favoured legal drug for
centuries has been alcohol In the 1050s the
novelist Aldons Huxley in his essay The Doors
of Perception wrote of his experiences with the
drug niefcaLn a derivative of the South Amen
can peyotl and a powerful hallucinogen
Hutley put forward the hypothesis that mes
calin had given Mm not only an entirely original
phonological experience tat had also sieoufl
cantly heightened his perceptual anility—
a development of ths greatest possible interest
to artists writers and poets Huxley a book
had considerable impact stimulating other
creative individuals into similar experiments
not always with such enphorio results In
England the author Piehard TVard reported
some frightening momenta under the drug LSD
in his A Drugtalefs Notebook and Huxley
amplified the unpredictable nature of the drug
experience In Heaven and Hell published in
1956 Although such experiments were teUim
cally illegal public interest had been consider
ably aroused and in the 1960s when it became
easy to synthesise the most effective of the
hallucinogens L&D its use began to be common
among certain sections of society In 1964 a
sensational scandal rocked the great .American
university of Harvard when senior members of
the teaching staff Including the psychologist
Timothy Leary were dismissed for using LSD
and encouraging students in its use Un
repentant Dr Leary eet up a communits near
New "iork from whence the cult of psychedellsm
was propagated
Psychedehsm—which is not really an organised
sj stem of belief but rather an attitude of mind
—preaches that through the controlled use of
drugs particularly of the hallucinogenic variety
an individual may be made aware for the first
tune of the rich fields of experience which lie
latent hi the unconscious mind. The explore
tion of these territories will have both a
liberating and an enriching: effect the outcome
being to turn on the individual to the total
reality of mind So convinced do many of the
proponents of psychedelia become of the signifl
cance of the experience of the so-called LSD
trip that they are inclined to urge non
trippers to experiment with the drug Herein
of course lies one obvious danger for ths drag
LSD is potentially a toxic substance which needs
to be administered hi minute doses if It is not to
cause madness or even death. There is also
much uncertainty about the possible Ions term
effects of tripping many psychologists and
scientists believing that it leads to a progressive
dieorientation and destruction of the person
ality a disintegration of which, the individual
drug taker is sel dom aware If there is a credit
side to psychedelism it may he in the clear if
limited evolution in popular music art, and
design and to & lesser extent literature which
has been inspired by these excursions. By the
beginning of 1970 there was some sign that the
wave of interest in LSD and similar drugs was
beginning to slacken off possibly because of an
increasing awareness of the possible grievous
side-effects and of the largely illusory nature of
the insights which the trip is supposed
to provide Dr Leary the movement 8 leading
figure is also reported to be turning his interest
elsewhere notably into the more staid and
traditional waters of Maoism (<z v)
Psychic Researcn, the scfenM/Jc study of so-called
psychic phenomena as contrasted with Spirit
uaiism (g v) which to the cult of those who
already believe in their eapematuial nature. It
is obviously impossible here to summarise work
that haa been earned orafc (in Britain notably by
the Society for Psychical Research founded hi
1882) on such subjects as mediumship appari
tions telepathy and clairvoyance (discussed
here separately under the heading of Telepathy)
poltergeists (also discussed separately) levita-
tion, and precognifcion.
But the point at which we must begin is the
human mind and the nature of scientific
evidence and bo fax as these are concerned the
following pomts may be made.
(1) These is little use in discussing psychic
phenomena until we realise that almost no
human being—least of all one with strong con
viclions—is a completely trustworthy witness
A person may be utterly honest in every other
respect except that in which his convictions are
involved
(2) This does not mean that a witness is either
veiling the whole truth or is simply lying for
th* following possibilities exist (a) he may be
teBIng the trutjr (W he may be consciously
lymslormQtivesDfhifiOwn (c) his recollections
may be mcotrect to discussing something thafc
happened in the past (d) he may really believe
that he saw or heard what he said he did and
may be telling the truth as he cxpmencfd it—
e g seeing a ghost—without realising tha* what
he experienced is a product of his own un
conscious mind (e) there aie various degrees of
lying for the mind has a natural tendency to
add coherence and meaning to the only partly
coherent events of the day and it is a normal
trait (consciously or unconsciously) to mate n
good story out of what originally were
isolated and unconnected happenings (/) even
under the most favourable conditions the
evidence of scientifically brained people is not as
good as it might be (cf the psychological ex
penment in whien a class of students is sud
denly exposed to a deliberately contrived scene
f g two men eccentrically dressed rush mto the
lecture room exchange words, and have a
Quarrel—and the students are afterwards re-
quired to write down what they saw and heard
rarely 10 per cent being even 70 per cent
correct as to what really happened)
(8) There are many aspects of psychic
phenomena which are not psychic at all but
based on well known scientific principles How
many people for example know (») that every
physical illness has its psychological aspect eo
that a person with chrome arthritis, let us say
may get up and walk for the first time in years
after injection with a new drug which is later
proved to be worthless or no better than
aspirin (eg cortisone) yet if a spiritual
healer got the same results he would be
acclaimed for his psychic powers (fc) that it is
possible to be completely paralysed totally
blind or deaf have total loss of sensation in,
some part of the body have two or more per-
sonalities, without any physical disease being
present in the neurosis (cured daily toy psy-
chiatrists without mystery) known as hysteria
 (4)	Ib is possible under hypnosis   or self
hypnosis to produce stigmata—e g  marks re»
sembllng the nail prints of the Crucifixion on
bands and feet  to produce blisters at will,
spontaneous bleeding and many of the phe-
nomena usually described as miraculous in the
consulting room and by scientific means.
 (5)	We all have more potent senses than we
ordinarily realise    We may not consciously
know the number of steps leading to our fiat
but can be made under  hypnosis  to tell
furthermore, there are people who are hyper
sensitive in hearing and vision (often without
bemg aware of it) so that in   thought-trans
ference    experiments where they are sent to
another room whilst others decide on some
object or idea, they may EUbconeckrasly beat
what is going on   or in card experimente in
telepathy they may be able to read the fece of
the card reflected in the pupils of the   sender
opposite or tell in a fomflfar pack which card 13
which from almost invisible differences on the
backs of the cards.
 (6)	Most of us have no idea of the mathe
matical laws of probability and are therefore
Hkely to misinterpret the   myBtenousneas   of
phenomena.   Thus, suppose I have a    pre-
monition   that someone has died and later find,
my feelings confirmed by the event then I may
not remember or know (a) that on many
previous occasions I. in common with most
other people, have had    premonitions    the
vast majority of which did not come true   (W
that on the last occasion I saw the person or
from tTringn j rjsay have heard I may have un-
conscioualy noted signs that aH was not well and
expected the event   (c) that the most    im
probable    things happen Quite normally (e,g
during the last war a flying bomb fell through
the roof of the British Museum and failed to
explode, and some time later a second flying
bomb fell through the same hole and likewise

